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Generating Radiology Reports

Text Generation could have huge benefits in clinical practice, including:
+ Increasing the speed and consistency of interpretations.
+ Scaling to under-resourced areas (rural America; developing countries).
+ Decrease amount of time documenting patient info in records.
+ Text can be more expressive than structured data (e.g. slight vs mild vs moderate).

Future Work: Need Better Metrics!

Access the Data: https://mimic-cxr.mit.edu/
Basics from Alistair: https://github.com/mlhc19mit/recitations/blob/master/rec4-slides.pdf
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Dataset

Importance of Baselines Choice of Baselines

Nearest Neighbor
+ Grammatical
+ Decently relevant
- Might ignore specifics of the particular image.

Figure from https://arxiv.org/pdf/1505.04467.pdf

N-grams
+ Simple decoder but clearly relevant
- Ungrammatical

Random Train Report
- Irrelevant
+ Grammatical

Show-and-Tell
+ Relevant
+ Most grammatical baseline model

Sample Output Evaluation and Results
Natural Language Generation Metrics Clinical Correctness

Neural Network method (even this simple kind) performed the best.

1-NN has decent performance & should be included as a baseline comparison in more generation work.

BLEU and CIDEr score Random (irrelevant-but-gramatical) higher than 3-gram (relevant-but-ungrammatical). But 3-gram 
had higher clinical correctness. That cannot be right. Standard general domain metrics are insufficient.

Metrics like CIDEr and BLEU were not validated on clinical data, and they account don’t for correctness (just surface-level similarities).

Need to collect clinical judgments from doctors in order to develop new metric which better aligns with “right” thing.

2019 has seen a massive increase 
in the number of publicly available 
CXR images.

With all this new data, we need 
baselines to understand what “good” 
performance is.

Figure credit: Alistair Johnson

Baselines are essential to progress, and honestly they’re just good science. They:
- Diagnose poor performance by isolating different parts of a model.
- Help “debug” the complexity of a dataset. 

- Some authomatically-generated datasets prove to be simpler than expected.
- Ground our understanding in how “hard” a task is.

- Your model gets 80%. Is that good? How well would a model do by chance?
- Help us test intuition-based hypotheses.

- We assume the structure of the space looks a certain way. 
- If we probe that, does it behave the way we expect?

Blog Post: tinyurl.com/baseline-blog

https://github.com/wboag/cxr-baselines
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